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 on Seitsember 22, 2009 at 4:48 am, are you sure it works? so you have some driver problem? please read my first posts....
cmyk290 wrote:Hi,As you can see, I already tried the hdmi link. The problem is with the vga link. If I connect both cables,
everything works fine, but only one cable is enough for black and white. I don't know the driver version, but i always use a

libvxl driver because that's what has the API which is the 2.0 version of the driver that all the apps use. The only difference is
that i load the library from sources instead of the binary. I will try the libvxl as soon as i'm done with my current work. I got a
quick answer from a guy on another forum, it may be useful for someone else. So, I've done some tests on your setup using an
ordinary x.org driver (the one from Xorg Xserver) and for the vesa driver and... doesn't work. If you want to make it work, you
have to download the RDP client from here, rename it to rdp_client.bin and install it in the directory with rdp_server.bin. I've
not tested the libvxl library yet, but I'll have to do this very soon. Thank you for the reply on the link to the RDP client that I
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posted. I checked and yes, I'm using the libvxl v2.0.9 driver. And yes, I have tried to install the client.exe in the folder with the
server. It can be also copied to any place where the server folder is, but the location is not important 82157476af
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